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AWAM Newsletters will be found on our website from now on, eliminating the printed mail outs that have
been time-consumptive and costly. Our news is always important to the larger community of accordion
aficionados and will thus be available in public format. We are grateful to friend and board member Yvonne
Marts (Fergus Falls, MN) for her years of Newsletter mailings. Despite her own busy schedule, she devoted
time and personal resources to keep our members informed. Her November edition was a magnificent summary
of her experiences at ARTS and AWAM, that also announced the website placement for our news and activities.

Upcoming Events:
July 16: Concert by Alex Meixner and his Band. This is one of the most popular shows touring the
USA. Alex plays diatonic button- and piano accordions in an action-packed presentation that cannot be
described and must be seen. It will be Alex’s second appearance here. I hope we will fill the concert hall as this
incredible performer—and our community—deserve.
July 22-25: AWAM Traveling Museum display and workshop scheduled for presentation at
Accordionists’ and Teachers’ Guild in Lisle, Illinois (a suburb of Chicago). Our Accordion Concertina Music
Band is also preparing to perform at the ATG Festival. We expect 15 students to participate in orchestra,
ensemble, combo, and solo events.
November 8: Concert by John Scaffeo. This will be John’s first performance at HARTS. It will be a
long sought-after and greatly anticipated event. I know John from Ironworld Polka Festivals (sponsored by
then-Senator Florian Chmielewski at Ironworld Discovery Center USA in Chisholm, MN) when he sat in with
my ensemble and sight-read complex arrangements. John is a fabulous musician who won a $5,000 award over
many contestants at a national AAA festival. John is modest and self-effacing but his music is not. This concert
is a MUST ATTEND event!
Watch For: Announcement of the next Willard Palmer Festival dates!

Website Development:
Board member Kevin Friedrich has prepared a new website for AWAM which is expected to be up and
running soon. Kevin’s recent years working on this update have produced a user-friendly site that includes new
insights into our complex institution, our sale inventory, and of course, many photos and articles about museum
instruments. Be sure to check out our www.accordionworld.org cyberspace and be prepared to be amazed!

AWAM Growth:
In 2014, the museum’s holdings grew by four major estates: Donald Hulme, Sylvia Prior, Willard
Palmer, and Faithe Deffner. These important contributors to the American cultural scene live on in museum
displays and their life-works remain preserved in our files. Their massive donations of music and periodicals are
currently being organized in Accordion Resource Center Library Room III on our third floor.
Donald Hulme died in poverty but his life was rich in accomplishments and recognitions. We are
grateful to Martin Kessler (FL) for providing us with the recordings, photos, and extant documents of his life.
Donald’s last remaining Cordovox accordion is displayed in our Electronic Accordions room, while the 200bass Hohner Gola, said by Charles Nunzio to have been Hulme’s when we purchased it years ago, is shown
with some memorabilia. Draped above the second bass section of the Gola is a novelty mini-Hohner the
bellows of which extend six feet.

Dr. Willard Palmer’s musical estate has arrived in segments from 2013 onward. Donated by his son,
Willard Palmer III, 41 additional boxes arrived late last year and a few more have been announced. During the
process of boxing the materials, Bill provided us a rough-sorting and labeling of the contents that greatly
simplifies its merging into existent categories. Although we presumed Dr. Palmer’s underlay materials and
working documents would be substantial, we are amazed at the extent of his musicological resources that
resulted in his life-work accomplishments. Additionally, correspondences with major musical figures contribute
valuable insights into many aspects of our cultural history.

A portion of the Palmer boxes temporarily in the corridor
The Sylvia Prior Studio music remaining from her large California practice was graciously donated by
her daughters Adrian and Sylvana. This 1,300 lbs. shipment includes accordion catalogs, a rare mini-Excelsior,
some of his special Sylprio accordions, the earliest Guilietti now among our holdings, over a hundred accordion
figurines, and thousands of titled pieces and music-compilations new to the museum. We were astonished to
find the titles organized alphabetically in manila folders that could be incorporated into our file cabinets with
relative ease. Added to this display is another Sylprio piano accordion already among our holdings. The display
is graced by photos dating from grandfather Sylvester Prior’s studio (begun in 1917).

The Sylvia Prior Display

The Prior files being incorporated by volunteers
Marian Syrjamaki-Kuchta, Audrey Meitzner, Mary Carlson

The Deffner Legacy Room is filling with contents from 29 boxes of materials Kevin Friedrich was able
to obtain from Verne Deffner Uvezian during the frenzied closure of Faithe’s New York offices. After storing
the items in his NY home, Kevin drove them to us, and with help from Roger Schmitz (Hutchinson, MN),
carried the weighty packages to the Deffner Legacy Room.
We are grateful for the wealth of historic items that Faithe retained during her five-decade participation
at the center of the accordion world. Considered in conjunction with items already classified in the adjoining
American Accordionist’s Association Archival Collection room, which includes historian Elsie Bennett’s
papers, we are confident that we have a complete perspective into American accordion activities over the last
century.

Partial views of the Deffner Legacy Room (still in
progress)
Stella Cerruti of New York has been sending us accordions and music from her household. Stella, a
friend and student of Dr. Bill Schimmel, accumulated programs and articles that she and her husband kept
through decades of active musical experiences. Again, the diversity of these holdings adds much to a
researcher’s information.

New Display: 4’x5’ placard naming major sponsors and donors is being positioned along our Walls of
Fame at the Hammond Ave. entry to the concert hall. It acknowledges and honors those whose philanthropy has
greatly contributed to this institution. Please consider the role you could play in our continuance by adding your
name to Life Membership and Patron listings.

Recent Events:
Helmi presented her popular “Memorization” workshop at the Northwest Accordion Association in
Minneapolis last Fall.
A Look Inside the Accordion: Basic Construction and Repair Seminar drew ten participants on February
22, with many more on waiting lists for the next seminars. Our first actions were to take a quick tour of the
museum identifying commonalities among accordion family instruments. Then several machine types and
engineering designs were evaluated, tuning and waxing procedures were observed, and finally, a complete
internal maintenance and cleaning was accomplished. A new edition of the accompanying book is now
available.

Media Mentions:
Finnish American News reporter David Maki visited the Museum on February 8. The publication date
is unknown as yet, so be sure to watch for upcoming editions.
Discover Wisconsin: Five Quirky Museums was published in January, 2015, and was reproduced in
“The Bobber” of that site.
Lake Superior magazine is a beautiful publication that will soon present an article including HARTS
and AWAM in a survey of the area. Reporter Molly Hoeg, a gifted former student of mine, is writing the piece.

Please Remember: AWAM and HARTS is unique in the world in its goal to comprehensively foster all
aspects of accordion history, instruments, technologies, scholarly research, performance artistry, and
composition, in honor of the people who have shaped and created our heritage. Please support these efforts with
your annual membership and volunteer time. Dues-current members are rewarded with discounts, free tours,
and of course, the satisfaction of knowing that your financial support keeps our doors open.
Membership Categories: Individual--$36.00; Family--$55.00; Club/Association--$150.00; Corporate-$200.00; Life--$1,000. Donor levels: Patron--$1,000+; Benefactor--$500+; Supporter--$250+; Musical
Instrument Donor; Artifact Donor; Special Needs Provider.

